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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

It wasn't that many years ago when your emotions were something that belonged to you. As we

have seen in the last two years, how emotions, thoughts and feelings are generated is changing,

and it appears it will continue to change. According to an Oxford University evolutionary

anthropologist Anna Machin, “We now know enough about the neurochemistry of love to enhance

your abilities to Cnd love or to ... stay in love when it is getting a bit tricky.”

In other words, scientists are on the verge of creating “love drugs” that can tap into the

pharmacology of attraction. Machin expects these drugs will be used in couples therapy within the

next Cve years. In November 2021, a review paper  published in Frontiers in Psychology looked at

MDMA use as a therapeutic catalyst for assisted psychotherapy.

The paper explored the neurochemical and neurobiological effect this could have on a couple and

how the drug might raise a couple’s empathy for each other, ability to communicate and openness

leading to relational satisfaction.

According to Gallup's 2022 Mood of the Nation survey,  only 69% of Americans said they were very

or somewhat satisCed with their overall quality of life. This is down from 84% in January 2020, just

weeks before the pandemic began in earnest. It's safe to say that many people could use a boost in

their mood.

But is taking a pill really the answer to improving your overall outlook on life when there are other

science-backed ways of doing it without pharmaceutical input?

It's well-known that physical activity inZuences your mental health through several physiological

and biochemical mechanisms and that exercise can positively affect stress, anxiety and

depression. Although some may prefer pharmaceutical intervention, the implications are far more

nefarious than what immediately comes to mind.

There’s a Pill for That

Columnist Mary Harrington  explores the potential future that love drugs likely have in a world

where optional medications are no longer optional but compulsory, and coercive public health

measures are used to further mankind. She addresses the use of compulsory psychoactive pills

from a recent historical perspective.

For example, during Machin’s presentation at the 2022 Cheltenham Science Festival  she suggested

that MDMA could be used to enhance partnerships and relationships so that people see the world

through their partner’s eyes. This means instead of Cxating on toothpaste squeezing techniques or

raised toilet seats, partners could develop greater empathy and understanding for each other.

However, this is just one way that scientists are interested in using chemicals with a psychological

effect on the end-user. Machin also expects that within the next 10 years people will “squirt

oxytocin up their nose before they go out on a Saturday night, at the same time as having a glass of

prosecco.”

Harrington writes, “But if this seems creepily reminiscent of dystopian sci-C, it also barely scratches

the disturbing potential of synthetically-induced human love.”  She goes on to explore the ever-

increasing potential that while Machin describes using love drugs to feel love, there are others who

are seeking a different option on a much greater scale. Take, for example, the bioethicist from

Western Michigan University, Parker CrutchCeld.

CrutchCeld has written a 184-page book  in which he justiCes his belief that covert and compulsive

use of a “psychoactive pill” will ensure we become better people. The idea is dystopian, dictatorial

and diametrically opposed to any idea of freedom. You might believe it couldn’t possibly happen.

Should Moral Bioenhancement Be Forced and Covert?

Yet, as we have learned, during the COVID-19 pandemic when public health medical interventions

happened, and continue to happen, without individual consent,  it is not too hard to imagine that

public health “experts” may consider using pharmaceutical interventions aimed at “improving”

humanity.

In an article published in 2019 in bioethics, CrutchCeld argues that moral bioenhancement should

be compulsory and the administration should be covert. He goes on to write “it is morally preferable

for compulsory moral bioenhancement to be administered without the recipients knowing that they

are receiving the enhancement.”

In a twisted turn of logic, he justiCes his belief by saying that covertly administering drugs to the

entire population promotes “values such as liberty, utility, equality and autonomy better than an

overt program does”  without acknowledging that administration of any type of compulsory

medication is contradictory to the value of liberty and autonomy.

Interestingly, he believes that “humans lack the cognitive and moral capacities to prevent the

widespread suffering associated with collective risks,”  all while not including himself in the

assessment.

As CrutchCeld writes  that “moral bioenhancement should be compulsory and covert” as “this not

only gives us the best chance of preventing widespread suffering ... it also best promotes liberty,

autonomy and equality,” one must ask if CrutchCeld has begun this experiment on himself, or is this

something he advocates only for others? Is he a better person by taking psychoactive drugs?

Disturbingly Similar to Another Medical Condition

CrutchCeld proposed his theory before the pandemic, but took advantage of the situation in 2020 to

gain public notoriety. By August 2020  CrutchCeld began promoting the idea that “morality pills”

should be covertly distributed to “alter the behavior of those skeptical of lockdown regulations,

suggesting that such drugs could be made compulsory or administered secretly via the water

supply.”

CrutchCeld’s article Crst appeared August 10, 2020, in The Conversation,  in which he wrote that

moral bioenhancement should be used on “coronavirus defectors” that would be “like receiving a

vaccine to beef up your immune system, people could take a substance to boost their cooperative,

pro-social behavior. Could a psychoactive pill be the solution to the pandemic?”

LifeSiteNews  wrote to CrutchCeld asking whether this proposal was in keeping with the U.S.

Constitution but did not receive a response before publication. Harrington writes that “We’ve

already accepted that coercive public-health measures may be imposed for the common good.”

CrutchCeld’s proposal is disturbingly similar to Munchausen’s by proxy, which is a mental health

condition in which a parent purposefully causes an illness in their child to get attention by the

medical community. In this case, CrutchCeld proposes the government is the parent and U.S.

citizens are the children who will be forced to take medication against their will that changes their

ability to think for themselves.

Is it hard to imagine that public health “experts” and regulators would take this step, and if they did

... would we know? How far has trust in the system eroded?

Long-Term Consequences of Covert Actions

In a compulsory, but not so covert move, a local beach in southern Spain was sprayed with diluted

bleach in April 2020,  which the government reportedly used to kill the SARS-CoV-2 virus

responsible for COVID-19. The decision incensed environmentalists, especially since it was done

when humans had not been allowed on the beach for six weeks.

As The Guardian reported,  “One municipal occial, Agustín Conejo, said his actions had been

motivated solely by a desire to protect children. “I recognize it was an error,” he told the broadcaster

Canal Sur. “But it was done with the best of intentions.””

The beach has been a nesting ground for several species of birds. During the lockdown,

environmentalists had hoped the number of nests would double. Fumigating the area with bleach in

the middle of the breeding season was devastating to invertebrates that support coastal Cshing

and the nesting birds.

In another compulsory but not covert medical action against the public, China, South Korea, Spain

and France also sprayed disinfectant in urban areas, using trucks, robots and drones.  Drones were

used in Indonesia to cover homes with disinfectant. The long-term consequences of exposing

individuals to disinfectants are not known. However, the WHO and biologists have since denounced

the practice as a potential health hazard and signiCcant risk to wildlife.

As an analogy to CrutchCeld’s theory that medical interventions should be compulsory and covert,

the U.S. Army sprayed zinc cadmium sulCde across multiple cities in the U.S., many near

waterways, to learn how the use of biological weapons might affect communities under different

conditions and various environments.

While some cities knew in advance of the planned sprays, residents of others, such as St. Louis,

Missouri, where low-income and predominantly black areas were sprayed in the mid-1950s and

‘60s, say they were never informed beforehand.  It wasn't until 1994 that the government revealed

it was a biological weapons test using U.S. citizens as guinea pigs.

A report in Business Insider  highlights the stories of several families who lived in the St. Louis

area and who lost multiple family members to cancer. Doris Spates was a baby in 1955 when the

powder was initially sprayed over her neighborhood.

Three months after she was born her father died and since then four of her 11 brothers and sisters

died from cancer at young ages and she has survived cervical cancer. She said, “When I heard

about the testing, I thought, 'Oh my God. If they did that, there's no telling what else they're hiding.'”

Throughout the ‘90s, the government held hearings in a handful of cities where residents claimed

their cancers were caused by the cadmium drops. After reviewing the claims, the government

concluded in 1997 that there was no connection between the Army’s tests and the residents’

cancers.

Interestingly, just three years later, the International Agency for Research on Cancer and the

National Toxicology Program declared cadmium a carcinogen. In April 2022, the National Cancer

Institute declared that cadmium is associated with lung, prostate, kidney, pancreatic, breast and

bladder cancers.  It’s also now known that certain airborne chemicals, including cadmium, put you

at higher risk of postmenopausal breast cancer.

There have been other instances when covert medical intervention has had devastating results,

including the infamous Tuskegee Study,  which was a 40-year human experiment on Black

Americans in which doctors did not treat patients with syphilis and ensured they did not get

treatment from a private physician.

China’s Social Credit System Is Creating Compliant People

China has used a compulsory system of a different sort to create a society of compliant and

“better” people. According to one analysis of China’s social credit system “The goal of the China

social credit system is to provide a holistic assessment of an individual’s, or a company’s,

trustworthiness.”

If the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) does not believe you're trustworthy, they take several steps

to punish your behavior. This could include throttled internet speeds, Zight bans, missing out on

jobs or school, taking away your pets or an inability to use the public transportation system.  The

CCP has been building a moral ranking system for years.

The current social credit system was expected to be fully operational by 2020 but as of July 2022, it

is in only an estimated 80% of the country.  The CCP’s goal is to create a mandatory system in

which every person is given a unique code and social credit score in real-time. Infractions include

buying too many video games, posting fake news, smoking in nonsmoking areas or wasting money.

The CCP is also using positive reinforcement for people with good scores such as speeding up

travel applications, discounting energy bills or allowing a hotel to be booked without a cash deposit.

Yet, despite the obvious oppression, some have been so inZuenced by the CCP rhetoric they’ve

convinced themselves they are becoming better people because of it.

“I feel like in the past six months, people's behavior has gotten better and better. For

example, when we drive, now we always stop in front of crosswalks. If you don't stop, you

will lose your points. At @rst, we just worried about losing points, but now we got used to it.”

Is it hard to imagine that a government so intent on controlling behavior that they monitor how long

you play video games, would think twice about poisoning the country's water supply with

psychoactive drugs to gain greater control over their citizens?

And since water and wastewater know no boundaries, how long will it be before people in countries

who do not “treat” the water are affected by the water from countries that do?

Are They Your Thoughts or Theirs?

If you are thinking critically, you are likely asking — why are so many people giving up their

freedoms without a Cght? Mattias Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at Ghent University in

Belgium with a masters in statistics, discussed this topic in an October 2021 podcast.

He talked about how he discovered peculiar anomalies in statistical analysis during the COVID

pandemic that made him realize that global society is starting to enter a mass formation state.

This is a type of collective hypnosis that is required for the rise of a totalitarian regime. He reviewed

the step-by-step formula that results in this collective hypnosis and how it has been deployed on

the global population in the past two years. He also warns about continuing down this path and

provides solutions that can be taken on an individual and collective basis to prevent the loss of

freedom that will surely follow if we do nothing.

Under mass formation psychosis, a population enters the type of hypnotic trance that makes them

willing to sacriCce anything, including their lives and their freedom. A key strategy to preventing

and breaking mass formation psychosis is to speak out against it. Forming a compliant, docile and

cooperative society through covert and compulsory medical intervention plays directly into mass

formation psychosis.

Mass formation psychosis is how the Germans accepted the atrocities the Nazi party put in place in

the 1930s and it's an explanation for why so many people support medical apartheid and the

destruction of the unvaccinated right now.

In the 13-minute video below, Dr. Robert Malone, the primary inventor of the mRNA technology and

advocate for informed consent, explains mass formation psychosis as it relates to the current

pandemic and steps we can take individually and as a community to help break this hypnotic

trance-like state we Cnd in our friends and family.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Why is it too much to ask just to be left alone, be responsible for ourselves and live our lives in peace? A responsible adult does not

need a nanny state. I want govt off my land, out of my bedroom and out of my wallet. I want to keep more of what I earn to spend as I

see Ct, not have it spent for me. I want to decide what I eat, consume and allow to enter my body. I am entirely capable of making

decisions for myself. I am too old to become politically-correct. I guess that makes me a threat to society.
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Amen. I done well without them for over 73 years.
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Would You Take a Pill to Make You More Loving?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

You were designed to own your emotions, thoughts and feelings. But in the last two years,

society has undergone massive upheaval prompting researchers to look more closely at drugs

that could inZuence how you feel, potentially making you more cooperative

'

Columnist Mary Harrington proposes the new "love drugs" may have a more nefarious

purpose than helping couples. One bioethicist proposes drugs should be used for moral

enhancement, the treatment should be compulsory for the world, and you should not be told

it's being done to you

'

As governments have proven during the pandemic, medical interventions have happened, and continue to happen, without consent. Is it that diccult

to imagine that "experts" would consider chemical interventions to make humanity better and more obedient?

'

Historically, the long-term consequences of covert actions have not been positive, as has been demonstrated by the Tuskegee Study, spraying St.

Louis with zinc cadmium sulCde in the 1950s, or the not-so-covert drenching of homes and streets with dangerous disinfectants during lockdown

'

China's social credit system is breeding a generation of compliant people, which would be easier with chemical intervention. Forming a compliant

and docile society through covert and compulsory medical intervention plays directly into mass formation psychosis

'
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Hi Almond, your words resonate with me so much. I truly believe in live and let live. I just want space to breathe and be left

alone. I'm internally recoiling from the outside pushes and pressure to conform. They can do their thing, just let me do mine.
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We already have an apathy drug. I suppose that makes us more loving/more compliant. In the Nexus Magazine Aug/Sept '95 there is

an article titled FLUORIDATION: Mind Control of the Masses. Quoting from that article: "At the end of the Second World War, the United

States Government sent Charles Eliot Perkins, a research worker in chemistry, biochemistry, physiology and pathology, to take charge

of the vast Farben chemical plants in Germany. "While there he was told by German chemists of a scheme which had been worked out

by them during the war and adopted by the German General Staff. "This was to control the population in any given area through mass

medication of drinking water.

In this scheme, sodium Zuoride occupied a prominent place. "Repeated doses of inCnitesimal amounts of Zuoride will in time reduce

an individual's power to resist domination by slowly poisoning and narcotising a certain area of the brain and will thus make him

submissive to the will of those who wish to govern him. "Both the Germans and the Russians added sodium Zuoride to the drinking

water of prisoners of war to make them stupid and docile." It's been reported also that Hitler used that on his own people to make them

more docile.
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When you weaken your enemy before the Cght, it shows you are weak. That's the silver lining of it. It's also not an inspiring

example. No durable solution having to mass poison to stay in power, proves he should have improved himself (luckily not)

instead of relying on deceitful tricks. He was a crazy puppet like many. All weak powerwhores use the excuse of war to

experiment on people (japan amongst so many others, no nation is holy). Now it's just on worldwide scale against the world

population as mass programmation has become so effective (screens, waves) and/or people have become so weak. 1984 vs

brave new world. Still, I 'hope' it gets worse very quickly. Because that will make people wake up (thus hopefully react) instead

of staying in an increasing uncomfortable sleep on the train to hell.

We have been de-humanized for so long (demonizing of human natural urges and behavior, demonizing of nature, no smelling,

no touching there, no sexual thoughts, no polygamy, no communes, no community life, no barefeet, no running around kids, shut

up, stay in line, follow media orders etc) we don't even realize it anymore and worse, most are convinced it is a good thing.

'Because if we don't follow this traintrack to hell, then... emm, well then... err, then we're all going to hell !' Born in a system that

programmed your ancestors to dogmatically forsake logic regarding the system.
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One more reason to have a secure water supply or well.
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Fluoroquinolone drugs are deadly!
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Every concoction that the criminal Big Pharma creates has 'side effects' that do more harm than good. These will be no exception.
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Gotta wonder about hormonal effects and whether this will be one more cancer-promoting drug. Hormones are "messenger

chemicals". They go somewhere in the body and send a message telling a part of the body what to do. It is not wise to mess

with nature's messaging system.
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Anyone who trusts anything that Big Pharma, or Big Food has to offer, is an ignorant fool!
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Loving pill? Guess ''loving'' need to be clariCed. What exactly is entailed in this ''expression pill''? How one treated their partner/ kids/

family? To be loving towards something / someone means the pill taker is doing the changing. A mind set, a perspective, and attitude,

a way of handing situations? What or who would the pill taker be ''loving'' towards? Could this be named a complacency pill? A mellow

pill, a shut up and love owning nothing pill ? PS; What would the side effect be? A world that mirrors the movie idiocracy. We'll all be

lovingly watching the movie ''ASS'' thru our (As portrayed in the movie) Sunglasses-They-live.
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What happens when it wears off?? Cold turkey? Anger?
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Love would be a medical condition which 'rewards' only those who fully comply (lol) to the demands of the system. Just like

money (mostly?) is. I'm sure 'love' would get a revised deCnition every six months by the same 'organisation' that 'elects' itself.

And if you dare fall in love without the occial approval, then damn miss/sir you are a criminal! Yes... MASTER (guy with black

helmet kneeling). I wonder when the occial history courses taught in school are going to 'teach' how much trouble independent

thinking causes.
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A submission pill. An opportunity to steal our assets with our willing compliance.
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All through this 'pandemic' I have been taking special note of all the times that the authorities refused to tell the people what nefarious

shenanigans they were up to. And being an eastern MIssouri girl, I just had to check out the zinc cadmium sulCde dispersed from the

roof tops of schools in St. Louis and in other cities. But I just needed to share this detail about our sick American meddling. The

military especially targeted the Black people who were also poor in St. Louis because they spread it from the Pruit-Igoe low rent

housing project, which everyone derogatorily called "The projects". Racism was surely part of the plan. And later that ensemble of run

down tall brick buildings was demolished. It just made a person sad to drive past that place, where no blade of grass dared poke its

head up. Nothing rejuvenating from nature for those people. "Punishing the victims" was the theme of a Human Relations class I later

took. That place certainly was an example of that form of human indecency.
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hi lel, please don't fall into the trap of looking for a racist mobile, unless you really mean they are another species. Because that

only divides us more ('succes!' they'll yell) and puts the blame on somebody from the other 'mean' race. You understand? They

are creating an enemy you don't have. Only complete idiots can truly believe one race is superior to another (or needs to be

punished for crimes comitted before they were even born...) and those idiots are spread amongst everywhere and need to be

kept in check by every community as otherways the idiots will lead to blind destruction of everything they don't understand that

day.

People of all sorts (especially poor long time sufferers coerced by a system) are suffering everywhere by the same evil forces.

Don't divide. Unite against them. Don't help their agenda as that is doing their butching work for them against yourself and

everything they tricked you into. Know your enemy. Never look for a scapegoat. Act against evil when it happens. That's the only

way to defeat evil and to save lives. Not by punishing years later (that has zero impact on evil spirits) and debating who did what

in the past and who stood there watching doing nothing because some words on paper were more important than their

humanity.

If ever there is a watchgod (no typo), I doubt he will debate about ethnicities. More like 'it was good' or 'it was bad' and the fact

that you felt it or not. Victims have to take revenge (or make peace with the bad situation that happened) on their perpetrators,

because otherwise they keep that hate inside untill they vent it on somebody else, usually in an uncontrolled emotional matter,

becoming blind evildoers themselves in the process. The mind needs to grow strong, or evil spirits can use us as evil channels.

I'm talking to myself really. Best of strength and love and unite :-)
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Thinking back to how society has changed. When in college, I took cultural studies as part of general ed. I recall learning the

history, geography and traditions of native Americans. I learned foreign languages to better communicate with others. I enjoyed

a multiculturalism class with persons of many backgrounds sharing information about their own cultures, including a woman

who was marrying a foreigner and moving to another country--sharing the many differences she was encountering. What has

changed in American education... now, more often than not, "minority studies" have become political and focus on victimization.

This is not very uplifting or practical. Holds people back when they constantly blame others. Discourages them from helping

themselves.
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CrutchCeld to be fair should be willing to surrender his frontal lobes if it is deemed good for the collective then. Those love drugs only

have temporary effects, they destroy the ego's natural protective mechanisms and induce a feeling of oneness and altruism. Sounds

lovely but not good for individual survival, if it was, we would have evolved that way. Better to channel competitive energy to beat your

best performance, and to channel the need to control away from controlling others and toward practical things that work better when

put in order.  The eastern religions differ from Christianity that way, teaching to relinquish the ego. Christ taught us to be in the world

but not of it. To be in the world the ego can be puriCed and then be a good servant that does no harm. There are no shortcuts.
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"bioethicist proposes drugs should be used for moral enhancement, the treatment should be compulsory for the world, and you should

not be told it's being done to you"... Um, let me get this straight, a BIOETHICIST suggesting completely UNETHICAL actions on the

population? And besides the ethics issue, what about adverse reactions to such drug? Endangering a whole population with a drug?

 We already have Zuoride in much municipal water (though hopefully that will be ending soon!). Don't need any other dumbing-down,

compliance-enhancing toxins, thank you. This is just another example of how bad humans can be when they have no God but

themselves and their twisted ideas. The evil humans are capable of inZicting on their peers is disturbing.
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To all the Luciferians out there: STOP PLAYING GOD!
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Regarding using pills for those who seek relief: Unless you're really in an acute crisis situation and completely lost control, pills do

more harm than good. The body is meant to heal itself automatically and so is the mind. You can only chemically fool it so many

times, if even. As it's made to react to its own natural processes, not to some outside drug. You need to go through the pain, as the

pain is very functional. Pain stimulates the search to a solution. In the current situation, numbing yourself will only lead to more abuse

and more pain a bit later.

Besides 2020-22, you need to go through your emotions, they are there for your whole body and impact your whole body. It's as simple

as 'no pain, no gain'. So there is gain afterwards. If you follow the natural way you are build for. There is no gain if you go the pill way.

Only disruption and only more fear of the pain to come, as not facing the pain makes it look even bigger. The basis of confronting your

fears therapy. How many lives have psychotropic pills permanently destroyed under the promise of chemical 'help' ??

I'm not 100% against psychotropes, I'm against big harma chemical concuctions. If you walk in nature, smell something you want and

that something has a psychotropic effect on you, then follow your 'guts' and feelings. Even better in the presence of a caring friend if

you doubt yourself or effects. I have more trust in the chemical correctness of my senses to natural products, than a label promising

chemical miracles on a product my senses were never made to evaluate.

Senses and nature have worked together since forever. If nature were an all time chemical deathtrap we wouldn't be here. No ads

needed. It works without having to resolve to 'brainwashing'. Regarding mass hypnosis it's a choice the brain makes to keep life

simple. Hard to alter something emotional, it will need a bigger shock to deprogram (pain stimulates thinking). For sheeple, the

biggest pain is realizing tv is not your friend...
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Mass medication would have the opposite effect. "Man away from nature becomes cruel"... words spoken by a native American

chief. Chemical synthesis is not the answer.
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Ideas and desastrous consequences are well illustrated in movies, as a mass mind warning before being implemented by evil

dictatorship. How long before not taking the 'brain mood controlling' pill will become a crime (called a 'sense offender' in Equilibrium).

The door becomes more open than ever. Every day we wonder how sheeple can be so compliant. Is it drugs, fear, biological defects

(doubt that last one although we are bred to be good sheep). We have to better ourselves. The elite are what they are, but they are

there for a reason.

As times have proven, they are few, but very powerful and either only thrown of their throne by mass revolution, which is debatably

always a masquerade for another 'opponent' (that is also part of the elite) to implement the next program. Life is a business model (or

other way around), it explores limits (and crosses them to know them). And then adjusts to the max ecciency. That's what big G etc

does, so how far they can push (a lack of pushback is like a vacuum, so a lack of pushback asks for more).

People do it too, only way slower. Elites know their trade better and adjust quicker, because they don't have emotional involvement.

While sheeple, in comparison, act more like addicts; even when the lies are exposed, when it's been made absolutely clear what is

wrong (any addiction), the addict is in conZict with short term 'solution' (pleasure or avoidance of pain) and long term solution (the self

bettering). Emotions are a gift, a tool.

Without (self)control of them, they can be a burden. Nothing nobody doesn't know really. But such inconvenient truth we'd rather keep

playing and take our chances. As our basic program is very selCsh. Again, neither good or bad, all depending on situation and goals,

short or long term. To see truth we must be honest with ourself. 99% will be annoyed that they haven't reached dreams put into our

mind. Good, because you'll start to think about what you really want and who you really are.
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But do these drugs work the same as "Serenity Now." www.youtube.com/watch  www.youtube.com/watch
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Bravo! Excellent article! Thank you!
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Hmmmm, we were not designed to take our feelings/emotions/thoughts as FACT....these are contextual information for what we

receive. Nothing more. Contextual information means information that adds MORE information, but doesn't colour what is already

there. To rely on feelings, is to distract information. Logic and common sense, can act as fact, most times. Think with your HEAD.
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I laughed just reading the title simply because big pharma will “cure or help” anything for a buck. It’s ridiculous that you can’t even

watch one tv episode without seeing a pharma commercial every break. And it’s not only humans, they’re promoting drugs for your

pets too. The lists of side effects are ridiculous and even my son (11) commented on one for eczema saying why would someone take

a pill with that many side effects to get rid of an itchy rash. Glad he’s already a critical thinker questioning things like this. And yes I

know eczema can be horrible as several people in my family have dealt with it. It can all be healed and prevented naturally but as we

all know many people want the quick easy Cx of a pill.
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First, let me say I 100% agree with the article. Nobody should ever be forced to put anything in their bodies that they don't want or don't

know they're taking. On the Zip side, I 100% believe that psychedelics like MDMA and psilocybin should be legal for those who want to

take it. The research on psychedelics is absolutely mind-blowing (no pun intended). I've suffered from chronic PTSD for years due to

early childhood abuse. For the past 20 years I've experienced depression, anxiety, debilitating insomnia, fatigue, and tonic clonic

seizures.

A few years ago I became aware of psychedelics healing people with PTSD. This year I discovered that psilocybin breaks down

destructive neural pathways and creates new ones (neurogenesis). A few months ago I took the plunge and started dosing with

psilocybin. The results have been nothing short of a miracle. I haven't felt this good since before the abuse started. I feel like I have my

life back. I live each day in the moment and am far more productive than I've ever been. I can attest to the neurogenesis effect.

For me, it's been long-lasting. It's not something I have to use every day. I'm also far more loving than I was before, but that's because

I'm no longer gripped with the effects of what happened to me as a child. For those who suffer from depression, anxiety and PTSD and

especially those who feel suicidal, I highly highly recommend psychedelics as they can accomplish in one or two treatments what

years of therapy and pharmaceutical drugs never can. But to be forced on the general population? No. Never.
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NO. I will take a pill to keep the imbeciles away from me. Perhaps a garlic necklace will do, an aspen stake, and a silver bullet (just in

case) ... But seriously, this could become another rape drug, Has anyone thought about that? and will open doors to other emotional

manipulations. some-kind of which potion, a spell which always has a fatal ending.  What is wrong with this world?!!! why not to put

the minds to a good cause, people still dying from cancer, there are a lot of illnesses. At least invent something better than prednisone

that some have to take for the rest of their life and which has tones of side effects from long-term use. nothing else to do?
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM
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But what if the opposite happens? Maybe something in the movie "Serenity" where they make some of the people so docile that they

just lay down where they are and go to sleep forever while the others become absolutely violent cannibals. If it works for a little while

and then that drug is no longer effective towards the populace, then what? Have they not learned from the science Cction movies and

television shows that they've allowed to be produced by Hollywood? The Forben Project (another Clm) was seen as a warning and a

threat to humanity, just as what is happening now with Google. My Cuban friend tells me about how Communism in her country is like.

A lot of countries have taken in Communism as of late, especially South American countries.

She says that Mexico is next because AMLO supports what has happened in Cuba. She doesn't like what she sees. Government taking

all of your earnings except maybe 20 dollars and a piece of paper when you become a doctor or a nurse and not leaving the country

until maybe 10 years if they let you go? Waiting in line for supplies for hours? Not being able to Cx your house or upgrade because

government will proclaim that you have too much money and take all of your money? That's not the world I want to live in and I

seriously doubt that hard working people all around the world want that. Sorry to get off topic but I had to say it somewhere. Thanks

for reading.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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Forcing any "Love", by any means is always unethical, so any Bioethicist who suggest this is corrupt; maybe the named role

"Bioethicist" is really camouZage for corruption. There have been numerous warnings in myth and Cction of the dangers of trying to

force love or other attraction. There was never, or is, any kind of unconditional love, it was always a nonsense myth, like "The One" or

"Soulmate"; all love is based upon some kind of perceived merit, even if people may not realise or state it! No relationship survive

based upon fake, or unrealised, love; the truth will eventually come out.

Some people are not extroverts, so can be/become more resistant to mass-social control, with its facile materialism, "success",

popularity, and noise, and even be/become immune to it. The book "MisCts" seems to detail this well. This sounds much like proposed

use of intoxicants like used in the Brave New World story, and other apocalyptic stories and video media. These intoxicants can

include dopamine-hit events/drugs, designed to snare the dopamine addicts called extroverts, e.g. Heroin, Amusement Parks,

Pop/Rock Concerts, etc.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of the movie The Giver. IMO few people understand spiritual or unconditional love. To me it means an impersonal

neutrality without judgment, expectations, projections, or assumptions... it is an openhearted state of being and accepting and

allowing another to be their authentic self. It is a healing space and is trustworthy. It takes practice and an open heart chakra. I

doubt a pill can do any of the above.
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Ronybegoode
Joined On 3/1/2021 12:22:14 PM
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Using chemicals o no the general population has been effect for decades. The US learned from the Nazi scientists at the end of World

War II. The concentration camps gave a chemical to the prisoners to make them more docil and easier to control. That chemical was

Flouride now given to 70% of the US drinking water systems. Studies show that the average intellegence falls 10 points in children

brought up with Zouride. Flouride is also of course used in tooth paste. And a high level of Zouride in children also causes a form of

intoxication called Zouridosis (sp?).   The argument to use fouride in tooth paste is that it makes teeth stronger. The truth is that it

makes the bones and teeth harder, more brittle and subject to breaking. Old folks, I undersand especially women, have a much higher

precentage of broken bones from falls where there is Zouride in the water.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer is "no." I would not take a pill to alter my love.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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NO! NO! NO!
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM
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wellllll the chances of that are about the chance of a SNOWBALL IN HELL.
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janelee3130
Joined On 9/20/2013 7:36:08 PM
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Yes, the pill is already here. Watch the movie "The giver" for more info. www.youtube.com/watch
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM
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Not my Reality.   www.bitchute.com/.../HPJ804p9kEnV
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cadmium, eh?  That's what makes tobacco smoking so toxic. Detox it with megadose Vit C/baking soda (sodium ascorbate) to bowel

tolerance up to 5Xs/day...plus chlorella/charcoal...and Mg.
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nancymat
Joined On 2/5/2015 9:32:29 AM
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My husband, my friends and I took MDMA (ecstasy) once a month (on a Saturday night) between 1988 and 1995. The only reason we

stopped was because our access to it dried up. We always said we wished everyone in the world could feel how good and loving it

made us feel. If I had access to it now, I'd take it in a second.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know what I'm going to suggest is some sort of brain programming, more speciCcally reconstructive memory. You have to

focus on that memory of good feelings and explore everything you felt and eventually also thought, heard, smelled etc. You are

trying to access the memory of the feeling and the more you do it, the more accessible it becomes and stronger. Warning: This

is only meant to create a happy place, not to disconnect from reality on a daily basis. As memories are meant to fade. The brain

is all about neural connections and stimulating some may activate the one you want but cannot reach. It'd very probably not

reach 100% effect even in the long run but it might surprise you (our brains can create pleasure too) and is still much more than

nothing.
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davidle
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Are you sure it didn't create a false sense of well being? You were a junky of a different kind.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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I would imagine that since that time, you've been having a very diccult time dealing with that little thing called REALITY.
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To those who replied to your comment: since when does once a month constitute an addiction?
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM
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I hear you enjoyed having the freedom to choose to take something, in this case MDMA, when where how and with whom. The

problem is the loss of that freedom to choose and “someone/something” else deciding for you, what you need and controlling

your biometrics — That is beyond sinister
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No.
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mrrobb
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More on whnat your taxes is spent for >>>>  www.darpa.mil/.../memex
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ctc.westpoint.edu/the-biohacker-a-threat-to-national-security   Yo....>>>>  www.scribd.com/.../DARPA-FY14PB-pdf
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....>>>>   www.raptureready.com/faq-what-is-the-lifelog-project   <<...>>
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St. Louis with zinc cadmium sulCde  >>>  interesting...with the insane Chem-Trails this could be worldwide...more on the St Louis

spraying...>>  www.cbsnews.com/news/secret-cold-war-tests-in-st-louis-cause-worry/   <<<>>  And thy can be using many 'organic

sprays" like Ricin..>>>  en.wikipedia.org/.../Operation_LAC   <<>>  en.wikipedia.org/.../Chemical_Corps   <<<>>>
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Nasty world >>  www.eyeopeningtruth.com/.../ricin   <<>>  
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MORE >> en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomedical_Advanced_Research_and_Development_Aut..  >> Ricin is a small, toxic

carbohydrate-binding protein found in castor oil beans. To be an effective BW agent, it must be extracted from the beans and

puriCed to a concentration to deliver an aerosolized dose of a speciCc range of micrograms per kilogram. Consequently, for a

person weighing 180 pounds, a speciCc amount of micrograms of ricin would need to be present for it to be fatal. (In terms of

sophistication, a ricin letter is a simple device and does not require a complex dispersion method since it is presumed that the

person opening the letter is the intended target.

Neither the exact concentration nor dispersal properties of the ricin in the letters have been made public; however, the

concentration was high enough to set off detectors in the mail-processing facilities.) For more details on ricin, see “Biosafety in

Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories,” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, December 2009.
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